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Abstrat
The h
m
admissible heuristis for (sequential and temporal) regression planning are de-
ned by a parameterized relaxation of the optimal ost funtion in the regression searh
spae, where the parameter m oers a trade-o between the auray and omputational
ost of the heuristi. Existing methods for omputing the h
m
heuristi require time ex-
ponential in m, limiting them to small values (m 6 2). The h
m
heuristi an also be
viewed as the optimal ost funtion in a relaxation of the searh spae: this paper presents
relaxed searh, a method for omputing this funtion partially by searhing in the relaxed
spae. The relaxed searh method, beause it omputes h
m
only partially, is omputation-
ally heaper and therefore usable for higher values of m. The (omplete) h
2
heuristi is
ombined with partial h
m
heuristis, for m = 3; : : :, omputed by relaxed searh, resulting
in a more aurate heuristi.
This use of the relaxed searh method to improve on the h
2
heuristi is evaluated by
omparing two optimal temporal planners: TP4, whih does not use it, and hsp

a
, whih
uses it but is otherwise idential to TP4. The omparison is made on the domains used in
the 2004 International Planning Competition, in whih both planners partiipated. Relaxed
searh is found to be ost eetive in some of these domains, but not all. Analysis reveals a
haraterization of the domains in whih relaxed searh an be expeted to be ost eetive,
in terms of two measures on the original and relaxed searh spaes. In the domains where
relaxed searh is ost eetive, expanding small states is omputationally heaper than
expanding large states and small states tend to have small suessor states.
1. Introdution
In the 2004 International Planning Competition, I entered two planners: TP4 and hsp

a
.
TP4, whih also partiipated in the 2002 ompetition, is a temporal STRIPS planner,
optimal w.r.t. makespan. It is based on temporal regression searh with an admissible
heuristi alled h
2
. The temporal h
2
heuristi is an instane of the general h
m
(m = 1; 2; : : :)
family of heuristis, whih is dened by a parameterized relaxation of the optimal ost
funtion over the searh spae. hsp

a
is idential to TP4 exept that it uses a reently
developed method, alled relaxed searh
1
, to improve the h
2
heuristi (Haslum, 2004a).
Regression planners arry out a searh over sets of goals, starting from the goal given in
the planning problem. The relaxation that leads to the h
m
heuristis is to assume that the
ost of any set of more than m goals equals the ost of the most ostly subset of size m. The
heuristi an underestimate the ost of a goal set, if there are interations involving more
1. Haslum (2004a) alled the method \approximate searh", an unfortunate hoie of name as it evokes the
wrong onnotations. The term relaxed searh, whih better orresponds to the intuition underlying the
method, will be used in this paper.
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than m goals, but it an never overestimate. In the TP4 and hsp

a
temporal planners, the
ost of a set of goals is the minimum total exeution time, or makespan, of any plan that
ahieves the goals, but the same relaxation an be used to derive heuristis for regression
planning with dierent plan strutures and ost measures, e.g., sequential plans with sum
of ation osts (Haslum, Bonet, & Gener, 2005), or to estimate resoure onsumption
(Haslum & Gener, 2001). Formally, the h
m
heuristi, for any m, an be dened as the
solution to a relaxation of the optimal ost equation (known as the Bellman equation) whih
haraterizes the optimal ost funtion over the searh spae. A omplete solution to the
relaxed equation is omputed expliitly, by solving a generalized shortest path problem,
prior to searh and stored in a table whih is used to alulate heuristi values of states
during searh.
The parameter m oers a trade-o between the auray of the heuristi and its om-
putational ost: the higher m, the more subgoal interations are taken into aount and
the loser the heuristi is to the true ost of all goals in a state, while on the other hand,
omputing the solution to the relaxed ost equation is polynomial in the size of the problem
(the number of atoms) but exponential in m. Beause the urrent method for omput-
ing the heuristi omputes a omplete solution to the relaxed ost equation, the heuristi
exhibits for most planning problems a \diminishing marginal gain": one m goes over a
ertain threshold (typially, m = 2) the improvement brought by the use of h
m+1
over h
m
beomes smaller for inreasing m. This ombines to make the method ost eetive, in the
sense that the heuristi redues searh time more than the time required to ompute it, only
for small values of m (typially, m 6 2). However, the h
2
heuristi is often too weak. The
question addressed here is if a more aurate { and ost eetive { heuristi an be derived
in the h
m
framework. The idea of relaxed searh is to ompute h
m
(for higher m) only
partially to avoid the exponential inrease in omputational ost. The alternative would of
ourse be to abandon the h
m
framework and look at other approahes to deriving admissi-
ble heuristis for optimal temporal planning, but there are not many to be found: existing
makespan-optimal temporal planners either use the temporal h
2
heuristi (e.g., CPT, Vidal
& Gener, 2004) or obtain estimates from a temporal planning graph (e.g., TGP, Smith &
Weld, 1999, and TPSys, Garrido, Onaindia, & Barber, 2001), whih also enodes the h
2
heuristi though omputed in a dierent fashion. The domain-independent heuristis used
in other temporal planners, suh as LPGP (Long & Fox, 2003) or IxTeT (Trinquart, 2003),
are used to estimate the distane to the nearest solution in the searh spae, rather than
the ost (i.e., makespan) of that solution.
The relaxation underlying the h
m
heuristis an be explained in terms of the searh
spae, rather than in terms of solution ost: any set of more than m goals is \split" into
problems of m goals eah, whih are solved independently (the split is not a partitioning,
sine all subsets of size m are solved). The relaxed ost equation is also the optimal ost
equation for this relaxed searh spae, whih I'll all the m-regression spae. The relaxed
searh method onsists in solving the planning problem (i.e., searhing from the top level
goals) in the m-regression spae. During the searh, parts of the solution to the relaxed ost
equation are disovered, and these are stored in a table for later use, just as in the previous
approah. Beause the relaxed searh only visits part of them-regression searh spae, it an
be expeted to be able to do so more quikly than methods that build a solution to the ost
equation for the entirem-regression spae. Consequently, it an be applied for higher values
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of m. Sine the relaxed searh is done from the goals of the planning problem, the part of
the h
m
solution that is omputed is also likely be the most relevant part. The omplete
and partial h
m
heuristis omputed for dierent m by the two methods an be ombined
by maximization, resulting in a more aurate nal heuristi, hopefully at a omputational
ost that is not greater than its value.
This paper makes two main ontributions: First, it provides a detailed presentation
of the relaxed searh method and how this method is applied to lassial and temporal
regression planning. Although the method is presented in the ontext of planning, it is
quite general and may be appliable to other searh problems as well. Indeed, similar
tehniques have been applied to planning and other single agent searh problems (Prieditis,
1993; Junghanns & Shaeer, 2001) and to onstraint optimization (Ginsberg & Harvey,
1992; Verfaillie, Lemaitre, & Shiex, 1996). The relation to these ideas and tehniques is also
disussed. Seond, it presents the results of an extended analysis of the relative performane
of TP4 and hsp

a
in the domains of the planning ompetition. The piture that emerges
from this analysis is somewhat dierent from that given by the ompetition results. In part
this is due to the time-per-problem limit imposed in the ompetition, sine the advantage
of hsp

a
over TP4 is mainly on \hard" problems, whih require a lot of time to solve for
both planners. In part, it is also beause the version of hsp

a
used in the ompetition was
buggy. The main result of the analysis, however, is a haraterization of the domains in
whih relaxed searh an be expeted to be ost eetive: in suh domains, expanding small
states is omputationally heaper than expanding large states, and small states tend to have
small suessor states. It is also shown that these riteria an be (weakly) quantied by two
measures, involving the relative regression branhing fators and the size of states generated
by regression, in the original and relaxed searh spaes.
2. Bakground
The TP4 planner nds temporal plans for STRIPS problems with durative ations. The
plans found are optimal w.r.t. makespan, i.e., the total exeution time of the plan
2
, and the
planner is also able to ensure that plans do not violate ertain kinds of resoure onstraints.
The main working priniples of TP4 are a formulation of a regression searh spae for
temporal planning and the h
m
family of admissible heuristis, brought together through
the IDA* searh algorithm. These, and the overall arhiteture of the planner, are briey
desribed in this setion; more details on the planner an be found in earlier papers (Haslum
& Gener, 2000, 2001; Haslum, 2004b). To provide bakground for a learer desription
of relaxed searh in the next setion, searh spae and heuristis are explained rst for the
simpler ase of sequential planning, followed by their adaption to the temporal ase. Also,
ertain tehnial details that appear important in explaining the behaviour of hsp

a
relative
to TP4 in the ompetition domains will be highlighted.
2. It should be noted, however, that the plan makespan is optimal with respet to the semantis that
TP4 assumes for temporal planning, whih diers somewhat from that speied for PDDL2.1 (see Se-
tion 2.2.1). To make plans aeptable to the PDDL2.1 plan validator it is neessary to insert some
\whitespae" into the plan, inreasing the makespan slightly.
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2.1 Regression Planning: Sequential Case
We assume the standard propositional STRIPS model of planning. A planning problem (P )
onsists of a set of atoms, a set of ations and two subsets of atoms: those true in the initial
state (I) and those required to be true in the goal state (G). Eah ation a is desribed
by a set of preondition atoms (pre(a)), whih have to hold in a state for the ation to
be exeutable, and sets of atoms made true (add(a)) and false (del(a)) by the ation. A
solution plan is an exeutable sequene or shedule of ations ending in a state where all
goal atoms hold. The exat plan form depends on the measure optimized: in the sequential
ase, a ost is assoiated to eah ation (ost(a) > 0), a plan is a sequene of ations, and
the sum of their osts is the ost of the plan.
Regression is a planning method in whih the searh for a plan is made in the spae
of \plan tails", partial plans that ahieve the goals provided that the preonditions of
the partial plan are met. Searh ends when a plan tail whose preonditions are already
satised by the initial state is found. For sequential planning, the preonditions provide
a suÆient summary of the plan tail. Thus, a sequential regression state is a set, s, of
atoms, representing subgoals to be ahieved. An ation a an be used to regress a state s
i del(a)\ s = ;, and the result of regressing s through a is s
0
= (s  add(a))[ pre(a). The
searh starts from the set of goals G and ends when a state s  I is reahed.
2.2 Regression Planning: Temporal Case
In the ase of temporal planning, eah ation has a duration (dur(a) > 0). The plan is
a shedule, where ations may exeute in parallel (subjet to resoure and ompatibility
onstraints), and the objetive to minimize is the total exeution time, or makespan. When
ation durations are all equal to 1, the speial ase of parallel planning results.
2.2.1 A Note on PDDL2.2 Compliane
TP4 and hsp

a
do not support any of the new features introdued in PDDL2.2, the problem
speiation language for the 2004 ompetition (Edelkamp & Homann, 2004). The plan-
ners support durative ations, obviously, but these are interpreted in a manner that diers
from the PDDL2.1 speiation (Fox & Long, 2003). For pratial purposes, TP4 and
hsp

a
aept the PDDL2.1 syntax. Numeri state variables (alled \uents" in PDDL2.1)
are supported only in ertain forms of use.
The semantis that TP4 and hsp

a
assume for durative ations are essentially those in-
trodued by Smith and Weld (1999) for the TGP planner. For an ation a to be exeutable
over a time interval [t; t + dur(a)℄, atoms in pre(a) must be true at t, and persistent pre-
onditions (atoms in per(a) = pre(a)   del(a)) must remain true over the entire interval.
Eets of the ation take plae at some point in the interior of the interval, and an be
relied on to hold at the end point. Two ations, a and a
0
, are assumed to be ompatible, in
the sense that they an be exeuted in overlapping intervals without interfering with eah
other i neither ation deletes an atom that is a preondition of or added by the other, i.e.,
i del(a) \ pre(a
0
) = del(a) \ add(a
0
) = ; and vie versa.
This interpretation of durative ations respets the \no moving target" rule of PDDL2.1,
but in a dierent way: instead of requiring plans to expliitly separate an ation depending
on a ondition from the eet that establishes the ondition, the semantis requires that
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trm A2 t A2 aeem A2 rr A2 rab A2 aeei A2 bs A2
trm A1 t A1 aeem A1 rr A1 rab A1 aeeiA1bsA1
0 250 500
Figure 1: A temporal plan (the solution to problem p06 from the umts domain). The plan
also ontains two ations (am A1) and (am A2), whih are not visible beause
they have zero duration. Ations (trm A1) and (trm A2) are separated beause
of a resoure onit. The makespan of the plan is 582.
hange takes plae in a time interval. This makes durative ations stritly less expressive
than in PDDL2.1, where eets an be speied to take plae exatly at the start or end of
an ation. In partiular, it does not support ations that make a ondition true only during
their exeution (i.e., add an atom at the start of the ation and delete it again at the end),
whih prevented TP4 and hsp

a
from solving the ompiled versions of problems with timed
initial literals.
In priniple, it is ertainly possible to devise a temporal regression searh spae for the
PDDL2.1 interpretation of durative ations, although states in this spae would be far more
omplex strutures, due to the need to retain more of the plan tail in the state (enough to
inlude the end point of all on-going ations). The LPGP (Long & Fox, 2003) and TPSys
(Garrido, Fox, & Long, 2002) planners both use the PDDL2.1 semantis, and are both
Graphplan derivatives and thus arry out a searh resembling regression in their solution
extration phase (though both planners embody modiations to the purely bak-haining
solution extration used in Graphplan). However, in the planning domains that have been
used in the two planning ompetitions sine the introdution of temporal planning into
PDDL, and also in most of the example domains that have appeared in the literature,
the main use of the stronger PDDL2.1 semantis of durative ations has been to enode
ertain features, suh as the timed initial literals used in some domain versions in the last
ompetition, or \non-inert" fats (i.e., fats that do not persist over time unless maintained
by an ation). It may very well be easier to add some of these features diretly to the
temporal regression formulation used by the TP4 and hsp

a
planners, though this has yet
to be put to the test.
Numeri state variables that are used (by ations) in ertain spei ways are interpreted
as resoures (or ost measures, in sequential planning) and supported by the planners,
though with some restritions. The unrestrited use of numeri state variables allowed by
PDDL2.1 is not supported. A more detailed disussion an be found in the paper on TP4
and hsp

a
in the ompetition booklet (Haslum, 2004b).
2.2.2 Temporal Regression
Temporal regression, just like sequential regression, is a searh in the spae of plan tails.
However, in the temporal ase the set of preondition atoms is no longer suÆient to sum-
marize a plan tail: states have to be be extended with ations onurrent with the subgoals
and the timing of those ations relative to the subgoals. Consider the example plan in
Figure 1, speially the \state" at time 250: sine this is the starting point of ation (rr
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A1), its preonditions must be goals to be ahieved at this point. But the ations (inluding
no-ops) establishing those onditions must be ompatible with the ation (rr A2), whih
starts 13 units of time earlier and whose exeution spans aross this point.
Thus, a temporal regression searh state is a pair s = (E;F ), where E is a set of atoms
and F = f(a
1
; Æ
1
); : : : ; (a
n
; Æ
n
)g is a set of ations a
i
with time inrements Æ
i
. This represents
a partial plan (tail) where the atoms in E must hold and eah ation (a
i
; Æ
i
) in F has been
started Æ
i
time units earlier. Put another way, an exeutable plan (shedule) ahieves state
s = (E;F ) at time t i the plan makes all atoms in E true at t and shedules ation a
i
at
time t  Æ
i
for eah (a
i
; Æ
i
) 2 F .
When expanding a state s = (E;F ), suessor states s
0
= (E
0
; F
0
) are onstruted by
hoosing (non-deterministially) for eah atom p 2 E an establisher (i.e., a regular ation
or no-op a with p 2 add(a)), suh that hosen ations are ompatible (as dened in Setion
2.2.1) with eah other and with all ations in F , and advaning time to the next point
where an ation starts (sine this is a regression searh, \advaning" and \next" are in the
diretion of the beginning of the developing plan). Preonditions of all ations and no-
ops starting at this point beome E
0
while remaining ations (with their time inrements
adjusted) beome F
0
. A state s = (E;F ) is nal if F = ; and E  I.
The exat details of the temporal regression searh are not important for the rest of this
paper and have been desribed elsewhere (Haslum & Gener, 2001).
2.2.3 Right-Shift Cuts
In a temporal plan there is usually some \slak", i.e., some ations an be shifted forward or
bakward in time without hanging the struture or makespan of the plan. A right-shifted
plan is one in whih all suh movable ations are sheduled as late as possible. Non-right-
shifted plans an be exluded from onsideration without endangering optimality. Doing
this eliminates redundant branhes in the searh spae, whih often speeds up planning
signiantly
3
.
This an be ahieved by applying the following rule: When expanding a state s
0
=
(E
0
; F
0
) with predeessor s = (E;F ), an ation a ompatible with all ations in F may not
be used to establish an atom in s
0
when all the atoms in E
0
that a adds have been obtained
from s by no-ops. The reason is that a ould have been used to support the same atoms in
E, and thus ould have been shifted to the right (delayed).
Again, details an be found elsewhere and are not important. What is important to
note is that the right-shifting rule refers to the predeessor of the state being expanded.
This means that when the rule is applied, the possible suessors to, and therefore the
optimal ost of, a regression state may be dierent depending on the path through whih
the state was reahed. Thus, the lower bound on the ost of a state obtained when the
state is expanded but not solved (as it will be in an IDA* searh) may be invalid as a lower
bound for the same state when reahed via a dierent path.
3. From an exeution point of view, it may be preferable to plae ations whose exeution time in the plan
is not preisely onstrained as early as possible (i.e., left-shifted) rather than at the latest possible time.
From a searh point of view what matters is that of the many possible, but struturally equivalent,
positions in time for an ation, only one is onsidered. The reason why right-shifting is used instead
of left-shifting is that in a regression searh, a left-shift rule will trigger later (i.e., deeper in the searh
tree) and thus provide less eÆient pruning.
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2.3 Admissible Heuristis: Sequential Case
Let h

(s) denote the optimal ost funtion, i.e., the funtion that assigns to eah state s in
the searh spae the minimal ost of any path from s to a nal state (a state s
0
 I, in the
regression planning spae). The funtion h

(s) is haraterized by the Bellman equation
(Bellman, 1957):
h

(s) =

0 if s  I
min
s
0
2su(s)
h

(s
0
) + Æ(s; s
0
)
(1)
where su(s) is the set of suessor states to s, i.e., the set of states that an be onstruted
from s by regression, and Æ(s; s
0
) is the \delta ost", i.e., the inrease in aumulated ost
between s and s
0
. In the sequential setting, this equals the ost of the ation used to regress
from s to s
0
. Equation 1 haraterizes h

(s) only on states s that are reahable: the ost of
an unreahable state is dened to be innite.
Beause ahieving a regression state (i.e., set of goals) s implies ahieving all atoms in
s, and therefore any subset of s, the optimal ost funtion satises the inequality
h

(s) > max
s
0
s;js
0
j6m
h

(s
0
) (2)
for any m. Assuming that this inequality is atually an equality is the relaxation that gives
the h
m
heuristis: rewriting equation (1) using (2) as an equality results in
h
m
(s) =
8
<
:
0 if s  I
min
s
0
2su(s)
h
m
(s
0
) + Æ(s; s
0
) if jsj 6 m
max
s
0
s;js
0
j6m
h
m
(s
0
)
(3)
A omplete solution to this equation, in the form of an expliit table of h
m
(s) for all sets with
jsj 6 m, an be omputed by solving a generalized single-soure-all-targets shortest path
problem. A variety of algorithms (all variations of dynami programming or generalized
shortest path) an be used to solve this problem, as desribed by, e.g., Liu et al. (2002). TP4
and hsp

a
use a variation of the Generalized Bellman-Ford (GBF) algorithm. Computing
a omplete solution to equation (3) is polynomial in the number of atoms but exponential
in m, simply beause the number of subsets of size m or less grows exponentially with m.
This limits the omplete solution approah to small values of m (in pratie, m 6 2).
2.3.1 On-Line Evaluation and the Heuristi Table
The solution to equation (3) is stored in a table (whih will be referred to as the heuristi
table). The stored solution, however, omprises only values of h
m
(s) for sets s suh that
jsj 6 m. To obtain the heuristi value of an arbitrary state, the last lause of equation (3)
is evaluated \on-line", and during this evaluation the value of h
m
(s
0
) for any s
0
suh that
js
0
j 6 m is obtained by looking it up in the table.
In fat, the heuristi table implemented in TP4 and hsp

a
is a general mapping from sets
of atoms to their assoiated value, and the heuristi value of a state s is the maximal value of
any subset of s that is stored in the table. In other words, if T (s) denotes the value stored for
s, the heuristi value of a state s is given by h(s) = max fT (s
0
) j s
0
 s; T (s
0
) existsg. When
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Figure 2: Relaxation of temporal regression states.
all and only sets of sizem or less are stored in the table (as is the ase when h
m
is omputed
ompletely) this oinides with evaluating the last lause of equation (3). However, the use
of a general heuristi table implies that as soon as a value for any atom set s is stored in the
table, it beomes immediately inluded in all subsequent evaluations of states ontaining
s. In partiular, by storing parts of the solution to h
m
0
, for some higher m
0
, in the form of
updates of the values of some sizem
0
atom sets, the heuristi evaluation impliitly omputes
the maximum of h
m
and the partially omputed h
m
0
.
The heuristi table is implemented as a Trie (see e.g. Aho, Hoproft, & Ullman, 1983)
so that the evaluation of an atom set s an be done in time linear in the number of subsets
of s that exist in the table
4
. Even so, there is some overhead ompared to a table and
evaluation proedure designed for a xed maximal subset size.
2.4 Admissible Heuristis: Temporal Case
To dene h
m
for temporal regression planning, one needs only to dene a suitable measure
of size for temporal regression states and then proeed as in the sequential ase. Reall
that a temporal regression state onsists of two omponents, s = (E;F ), where E is a set
of atoms and F a set of sheduled ations with time inrements. The obvious andidate
is to dene jsj = jEj + jF j, and indeed, using this measure in equation (3) above results
in a haraterization of a lower bound funtion on the temporal regression spae. In this
ase, however, due to the presene of a time inrement Æ in eah (Æ; a) 2 F , the set of states
with jsj 6 m is potentially innite, and therefore the solution to this equation an not be
omputed expliitly.
To obtain a usable ost equation, a further relaxation is needed: sine a plan that
ahieves the state s = (E;F ), for F = f(a
1
; Æ
1
); : : : ; (a
n
; Æ
n
)g, at time t must ahieve the
preonditions of eah ation a
i
at time t   Æ
i
, and these must remain true until t unless
4. The laim of linear time evaluation holds only under the assumption of a ertain regularity of entries
stored in the table: The Trie data struture stores mappings indexed by strings, and the implementation
of the heuristi table treats atom sets as strings in whih atoms appear in a xed lexial order. When
an atom set s is stored in the table, every set that is a prex of s viewed as a string in this way must
also be stored, with value 0 if no better value is available. Due to the way heuristi values are omputed
(by omplete solution of the h
m
equation or by relaxed searh), this does not present a problem sine
whenever a set is stored, all its subsets (inluding the subsets orresponding to lexial prexes) have
already been stored. However, this is the reason why the heuristi table, in its urrent form, is not a
substitute for the transposition table used in IDA* searh.
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deleted by a
i
, the optimal ost funtion satises
5
h

(E;F ) > max
(a
k
;Æ
k
)2F

h


[
(a
i
;Æ
i
)2F; Æ
i
>Æ
k
pre(a
i
); ;

+ Æ
k

(4)
h

(E;F ) > h


E [
[
(a
i
;Æ
i
)2F
pre(a
i
); ;

: (5)
An example may larify the priniple: Consider the state s = (fpg; f(a
1
; 1); (a
2
; 2)g), de-
pited in Figure 2(a). A plan ahieving this state at time t must ahieve the preonditions of
a
2
at t 2, so h

(s) must be at least h

(pre(a
2
); ;)+2. If ation a
2
is \left out", as in Figure
2(b), it an be seen that the same plan also ahieves the joint preonditions of ations a
1
and
a
2
at t 1, so h

(s) must be at least h

(pre(a
1
)[pre(a
2
); ;)+1. Finally, if both ations are
left out (Figure 2()), it is lear that the plan also ahieves simultaneously the preonditions
of the two ations and atom p, so h

(s) must be at least h

(fpg [ pre(a
1
) [ pre(a
2
); ;).
By treating inequalities (4) { (5) as equalities, a temporal regression state is relaxed
to a set of states in whih F = ;, i.e., states ontaining only goals and no onurrent
ations. To eah suh state, relaxation (2) an be applied, resulting in an equation dening
temporal h
m
, similar to (3). This equation has a nite expliit solution, ontaining all states
s = (E; ;) with jEj 6 m. Again, more details an be found elsewhere (Haslum & Gener,
2001).
2.5 IDA*
IDA* is a well known admissible heuristi searh algorithm (see e.g. Korf, 1985, 1999). The
algorithm works by a series of ost-bounded depth-rst searhes. The ost returned by the
last ompleted depth-rst searh is a lower bound on the ost of any solution. Therefore,
the algorithm an easily be modied to take an upper limit on solution ost, and to exit
with failure one it has proven that no solution with a ost within this limit exists.
An extension of the IDA* algorithm for searhing AND/OR graphs is the main tool by
whih the relaxed searh method is implemented. The extended algorithm is presented in
Setion 3.2.
IDA* is a so-alled linear spae algorithm: it stores only the path to the urrent node.
The algorithm an be speeded up by using memory in the form of a transposition table,
whih reords updated estimated osts of nodes that have been expanded but not solved
(Reinfeld & Marsland, 1994). The table is of a xed limited size, so not all expanded
unsolved nodes are stored
6
. Whenever the searh reahes a node that is in the table the
updated ost estimate for the node (disovered when the node was previously expanded) is
5. Note that one set of parentheses has been simplied away from h

(E;F ): sine a state s = (E;F ) is
a pair, it should in fat be written \h

((E;F ))". Thus, the empty set in the right hand side of both
inequalities is the seond part of the state, i.e., the set of onurrent ations F . This simplied form,
with only a single pair of parentheses, is used throughout this paper.
6. This does not aet ompleteness or optimality of the searh, sine states that are not stored (due to
ollisions) are simply re-expanded if enountered again. In TP4 and hsp

a
, the table is implemented as
a losed hashtable, i.e., states are stored only at the position orresponding to their hash values (thus
lookup onsists only in a single hash funtion omputation, plus a state equality test to verify that the
stored state is indeed the same as the one being looked up). In ase of ollisions, preferene is given to
storing nodes loser to the root of the searh tree (Reinfeld & Marsland, 1994).
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used instead of its heuristi value, allowing the algorithm to avoid re-searhing nodes that
are reahable via several paths during the same iteration.
2.6 TP4
The TP4 planner preomputes the temporal h
2
heuristi as desribed above and uses it in
an IDA* searh in the temporal regression spae. Right-shift uts are used to eliminate
redundant paths from the searh spae, and a transposition table is used to speed up searh
(Haslum & Gener, 2001). The main steps of the planner are outlined in Figure 6 (on page
248), mainly to illustrate similarity and dierene w.r.t. the hsp

a
planner.
3. Improving Heuristis Through Searh
For many planning problems the h
2
heuristi is too weak. A more aurate heuristi an be
obtained by onsidering higher values of the m parameter, but any method for omputing
a omplete solution to the h
m
equation sales exponentially in m, making it impratial
for m > 2. A omplete solution is useful beause it helps detet unreahable states (in
partiular, h
2
detets a signiant part of the stati mutex relations in a planning problem),
but also wasteful beause often many of the atom sets are not relevant for evaluating states
atually enountered while searhing for a solution to the planning problem at hand. Reall
that the heuristi evaluation of a state (a set of goals) makes use of the estimated ost of
any subset of the state that is known (stored in the heuristi table). As larger atom sets
are onsidered, i.e., as m inreases, they beome both more numerous and more spei,
and thus the fration of the omplete solution that is atually useful dereases.
To use h
m
for higher m, learly a way is needed to ompute the heuristi at a ost
proportionate to the value of the improvement. Relaxed searh aims to ahieve this by
omputing only a part of the h
m
solution, and a part that is likely to be relevant for solving
the given planning problem.
3.1 Relaxed Searh: Sequential Case
As explained earlier, the h
m
heuristi an be seen as the optimal ost funtion in the m-
regression spae, a relaxed searh spae where sets of more than m goals are split into
problems of m goals, eah of whih is solved independently. Thus, the m-regression spae
is an AND/OR graph: states with m or fewer atoms are OR-nodes and are expanded
by normal regression, while states with more than m atoms are AND-nodes, whih are
expanded by solving eah subset of size m. The ost of an OR-node is minimized over all
its suessors, while the ost of an AND-node is maximized. Examples of (part of) this
graph, for a 2-regression spae, are shown in Figures 4 and 5 (the example is desribed in
detail in Setion 3.2.1). As an be seen, the graph is not stritly layered, in that OR-nodes
may sometimes have suessors that are also OR-nodes.
The dierent algorithms used to obtain omplete solutions to the h
m
equation an all be
seen as variations of a \bottom-up" labeling of the nodes of this graph, starting from nodes
with ost zero and propagating osts to parent nodes aording to this min/max priniple.
The propagation is omplete, i.e., proeeds until every (solvable) node in the graph has
been labeled with its optimal ost (although in some of the algorithms, inluding the GBF
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implementation used by TP4 and hsp

a
, only the osts of OR-nodes are atually stored).
Relaxed searh explores the m-regression spae in a more foused fashion, with the aim of
disovering the optimal ost (or an improved lower bound) of states relevant to the searh
for a solution to the goals of the given planning problem. This is ahieved by searhing the
m-regression spae for an optimal solution to a partiular state: the ost of this solution is
the h
m
heuristi value of that state. The algorithm desribed in the next setion (IDAO*)
arries out this searh \top-down", starting from the state orresponding to the goals of the
planning problem.
Heuristis derived by searhing in an abstration of the searh spae have been studied
extensively in AI (see e.g. Gashnig, 1979; Prieditis, 1993; Culberson & Shaeer, 1996). In
partiular, it has been shown that suh heuristis an only be ost eetive under ertain
onditions: the generalized theorem of Valtorta states that in the ourse of an A* searh
guided by a heuristi derived by searhing blindly in some abstration of the searh spae,
every state that would be expanded by a blind searh in the original searh spae must
be expanded either in the abstrat spae or by the A* searh in the original spae (Holte,
Perez, Zimmer, & MaDonald, 1996). This implies that if the abstration is an embedding
(the set of states in the abstrat spae is the same as in the original searh spae), suh a
heuristi an never be ost eetive (Valtorta, 1984). The m-relaxation of the regression
planning searh spae is an embedding, sine every state in the normal regression spae
orresponds to exatly one state (ontaining the same set of subgoal atoms) in the m-
regression spae. In spite of this, there are reasons to believe that relaxed searh an be
ost eetive: The algorithm used to searh the m-regression spae disovers (and stores in
the heuristi table) the true h
m
value, or a lower bound on this value greater than that given
by the urrent heuristi table, for every OR-node expanded during the ourse of the relaxed
searh. The AND/OR struture of the m-regression spae, and the fat that the \on-line"
heuristi makes use of all relevant information present in the heuristi table, implies that
an improvement of the estimated ost of an OR-node may yield immediately an improved
estimate of the ost of many AND-nodes (all states that are supersets of the improved
state), without any additional searh eort. Finally, beause OR-nodes in the m-regression
spae are states of limited size, eah node expansion in the m-regression spae is likely to be
omputationally heaper than the average in the normal regression spae, sine the number
of suessors generated when regressing a state generally inreases with the number of goal
atoms in the state.
3.2 IDAO*
To searh the relaxed regression spae, hsp

a
uses an algorithm alled IDAO*. As the name
suggests, it is an adaption of IDA* to searhing AND/OR graphs, i.e., it arries out a
depth-rst, iterative deepening searh. IDAO* is admissible, in the sense that if guided by
an admissible heuristi, it returns the optimal solution ost of the starting state. In fat, it
nds the optimal ost of every OR-node that is solved in the ourse of the searh. However,
it does not keep enough information for the optimal solution itself to be extrated, so it
an not be used to nd solutions to AND/OR searh problems. It works for the purpose of
improving the heuristi, however, sine for this only the optimal ost needs to be known.
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(1) IDAO*(s, b) {
(2) solved = false;
(3) urrent = h(s);
(4) while (urrent < b and not solved) {
(5) urrent = IDAO_DFS(s, urrent);
}
(6) return urrent;
}
(7) IDAO_DFS(s, b) {
(8) if final(s) {
(9) solved = true;
(10) return 0;
}
(11) if (s stored in SolvedTable) {
(12) solved = true;
(13) return stored solution ost;
}
(14) if (|s| > m) { // AND-node
(15) for (eah subset s' of s suh that |s'| <= m) {
(16) new ost of s' = IDAO*(s', b); // all IDAO* with ost limit b
(17) if (new ost of s' > b) { // s' not solved
(18) return new ost of s';
}
}
(19) solved = (all subsets solved);
(20) new ost of s = max over all s' [new ost of s'℄;
(21) if (solved) {
(22) store (s, new ost of s) in SolvedTable;
}
(23) return new ost of s;
}
(24) else { // OR-node
(25) for (eah s' in su(s)) {
(26) if (delta(s,s') + h(s') <= b) {
(27) new ost through s' = delta(s,s') + IDAO_DFS(s', b - delta(s,s'));
(28) if (solved) {
(29) new ost of s = new ost through s';
(30) store (s, new ost of s) in SolvedTable;
(31) return new ost of s;
}
}
(32) else {
(33) new ost through s' = delta(s,s') + h(s');
}
}
(34) new ost of s = min over all s' [new ost through s'℄;
(35) store (s, new ost of s) in HeuristiTable;
(36) return new ost of s;
}
}
Figure 3: The IDAO* algorithm (with solved table).
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The algorithm is skethed in Figure 3. The main dierene from IDA* is in the DFS sub-
routine: when expanding an AND-node, it reursively invokes the main proedure IDAO*,
rather than the DFS funtion. Thus, for eah suessor to an AND-node, the algorithm
performs a series of searhes with inreasing ost bound, starting from the heuristi estimate
of the suessor node (whih for some suessors may be smaller than that of the AND-
node itself) and nishing when a solution is found or the ost bound of the predeessor
AND-node is exeeded. This ensures that the ost returned is always a lower bound on the
optimal ost of the expanded node, and equal to the optimal ost if the node is solved. By
storing updated osts of OR-nodes in the heuristi table, the searh omputes a part of the
h
m
heuristi as a side eet and, as noted earlier, the values stored in the table beome
immediately available for use in subsequent heuristi evaluations. IDAO* stops searhing
the suessors of an AND-node as soon as one is found to have a ost greater than the
urrent bound, sine this implies the ost of the AND-node is also greater than the bound.
However, sine the algorithm performs repeated depth-rst searhes with inreasing bounds,
remaining suessors of the AND-node will eventually also be solved. When an m-solution
has been found, all suessors to every AND-node appearing in the solution tree have been
searhed, and their updated osts stored. This ensures that the resulting heuristi, i.e.,
that dened by the heuristi table after the relaxed searh is nished, is still onsistent.
Beause the suessor nodes of AND-nodes are subsets, IDAO* frequently enounters
the same state (set of goals) more than one during searh. The algorithm an be speeded
up, signiantly, by storing solved nodes (both AND-nodes and OR-nodes) together with
their optimal ost and short-utting the searh when it reahes a node that has already
been solved
7
. In dierene to the lower bounds stored in the heuristi table, whih are
valid also in the m
0
-regression searh spae for any m
0
> m as well as in the original searh
spae, the information in the solved table is valid only for the urrent m-regression searh
(sine states of size m
0
, for m
0
> m are relaxed in the m-regression spae but not in the
m
0
-regression spae).
Note that a standard transposition table, whih reords updated ost estimates of un-
solved nodes, is of no use in IDAO* sine updated estimates of OR-nodes are stored in
the heuristi table, while the heuristi estimate of an AND-node is always given by the
maximum of its size m suessors.
3.2.1 An Example
For an illustration of the use of relaxed searh to improve heuristi values, onsider the
following simple problem from the STRIPS version of the Satellite domain, introdued in
the 2002 planning ompetition
8
. The problem onerns a satellite whose goal is to aquire
images of dierent astronomial targets (represented by the prediate (img ?d)). To do so,
its instrument must rst be powered on ((on)) and alibrated ((al)), and the satellite must
turn so that it is pointing in the desired diretion ((point ?d)). Instrument alibration
requires the satellite to be pointing at a spei alibration target (in this example, diretion
7. The solved table, like the transposition table, is implemented as a losed hashtable. In ase of ollisions,
the previously stored node is simply overwritten. This means that some searhes may be repeated, but
does not aet orretness of the algorithm.
8. The domain used in this example is somewhat simplied. The full (temporal) domain is disussed in
Setion 4.3.
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{(img d4),(img d5),(img d6)}: 4 (3)
{(img d4),(img d5)}: 4 (3) {(img d4),(img d6)}: 3 {(img d5),(img d6)}: 3
{(point d4),(on),(cal),(img d5)}: 3 + 1
(tk_img d4)
{(point d5),(on),(cal),(img d4)}: 3 + 1
(tk_img d5)
Figure 4: Part of the 2-Regression tree (expanded to a ost bound of 3) for the example
Satellite problem. AND-nodes are depited by retangles, OR-nodes by ellipses.
The ost of eah node is written as \estimated + aumulated". For nodes whose
estimated ost has been updated after expansion, the (h
1
) estimate before expan-
sion is given in parenthesis.
d2). Sine this is the STRIPS version of the domain, all ations are assumed to have unit
ost.
To keep size of the example manageable, let's assume a omplete solution has been
omputed only for h
1
and that relaxed searh is used to ompute a partial h
2
solution.
Figures 4 and 5 show (part of) the 2-relaxed spae explored by the rst and seond iteration,
respetively, of an IDAO* searh starting from the problem goals.
In the rst iteration (Figure 4) IDAO-DFS is alled with a ost bound of 3, as this
is the estimated ost of the starting state given by the preomputed h
1
heuristi. The
root node is an AND-node, so when it is expanded IDAO* is alled for eah size 2 subset
(lines (15) { (18) in Figure 3). The rst suh subset to be generated is f(img d4),(img
d5)g. This state also has an estimated ost of 3, so IDAO-DFS is alled with this bound in
the rst iteration, but the two possible regressions of this state both lead to states with a
higher ost estimate (an estimated ost of 3 plus an aumulated ost of 1). The new ost
is propagated bak to the parent state, where the improved ost estimate (4) of the atom
set f(img d4),(img d5)g is stored in the heuristi table and returned (lines (35) { (36)
in Figure 3). Sine this puts the estimated ost of the state now above the bound of the
IDAO* all (line (4) in Figure 3) no more iterations are done. The new ost is returned to
the IDAO-DFS proedure expanding the root node, whih also returns sine the root node
is an AND-node and it now has an unsolved suessor (lines (17) { (18) in Figure 3). This
nishes the rst iteration.
In the seond iteration (Figure 5) IDAO-DFS is alled with a bound of 4. It proeeds
like the rst, but now the estimated ost of the AND-node f(point d4),(on),(al),(img
d5)g is within the bound, so this node is expanded. The rst size 2 subset for whih IDAO*
is alled is f(point d4),(on)g, with an initial estimated ost of 1. The rst iteration fails
to nd a solution for this state, but sine the new ost of 2 is still within the bound imposed
by the parent AND-node, a seond iteration is done whih nds a solution. The new ost
of the atom set f(point d4),(on)g is stored in the heuristi table and in addition, the
solved states (along with their optimal solution ost) are all stored in the solved table (lines
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{(img d4),(img d5),(img d6)}: 5 (4)
{(img d4),(img d5)}: 5 (4) {(img d4),(img d6)}: 3 {(img d5),(img d6)}: 3
{(point d4),(on),(cal),(img d5)}: 4 (3) + 1
(tk_img d4)
{(point d5),(on),(cal),(img d4)}: 4 (3) + 1
(tk_img d5)
{(point d4),(on)}: 2 (1) {(point d4),(img d5)}: 4 (3)     ...    ...
{(point d4),(off)}: 1 (1) + 1
(sw_on)
{(point d0),(img d5)}: 3 + 1
(turn d0 d4)
{(point d1),(img d5)}: 3 + 1
(turn d1 d4)
... {(point d4),(point d5),(on),(cal)}: 3 (2) + 1
(tk_img d5)
{(point d6),(off)}: 0 + 2
(turn d6 d4)
...
Figure 5: Part of the 2-Regression tree (expanded to a ost bound of 4) for the example
Satellite problem. AND-nodes are depited by retangles, OR-nodes by ellipses.
The ost of eah node is written as \estimated + aumulated". Note that the
aumulated ost is only along the path from the nearest anestor AND-node.
For nodes whose estimated ost has been updated after expansion, the estimate
before expansion is given in parenthesis: this estimate inludes updates made in
the previous iteration (shown in Figure 4).
(28) { (31) in Figure 3). Sine the rst suessor of the AND-node was solved expansion
ontinues with the next subset, f(point d4),(img d5)g. This state has several possible
regressions, some of whih lead to OR-nodes but some to AND-nodes. All, however, return
a minimum (estimated + aumulated) ost of 4, so an improved ost (for the atom set
f(point d4),(img d5)g) is stored in the heuristi table and the parent AND-node remains
unsolved. A similar proess happens when its sibling node, f(point d5),(on),(al),(img
d4)g, is expanded, and the ost of the atom set f(img d4),(img d5)g is updated one more,
to 5.
The proess ontinues through a few more iterations, until all the size 2 subsets of the
top-level goal set have been solved, the most ostly at a ost of 7. At this point, updated
estimates of 65 size 2 atom sets have been stored in the heuristi table, slightly less than
half the number that would have been stored if a omplete h
2
solution had been omputed.
3.3 Relaxed Searh: Temporal Case
As was the ase with the h
m
heuristi itself, adapting relaxed searh to the temporal ase is
simple in priniple, but somewhat ompliated in pratie. First, the relaxation introdued
by equations (4) { (5) approximates a temporal regression state s = (E;F ) by a set of states
without ations, i.e., of the form (E
0
; ;). To keep matters simple, only equation (5) is used
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TP4(problem) {
solve h^2 by GBF, store in HeuristiTable;
opt = IDA*(problem.goals);
}
HSP*a(problem) {
solve h^2 by GBF, store in HeuristiTable;
m = 3;
while (not <stopping ondition>) {
IDAO*(problem.goals, infinity);
if (m-relaxed problem not solved) {
fail; // original problem unsolvable
}
m = m + 1;
}
opt = IDA*(problem.goals);
}
Figure 6: The TP4 and hsp

a
planning proedures.
in the relaxed searh: that is, the size of a state is dened as
j(E;F )j =




E [
[
(a;Æ)2F
pre(a)




: (6)
Seond, even so a state of size less than m may still have a non-empty F omponent, and
suh a state an not be stored in the heuristi table (whih maps only atom sets to assoiated
osts). Neither an the optimal ost or lower bound found for suh a state be stored as the
ost of the orresponding atom set (right hand side of equation (6)), sine the optimal ost
of ahieving this atom set may be lower. However, a plan that ahieves E [
S
(a;Æ)2F
pre(a)
at t also ahieves the state (E;F ) at most max
(a;Æ)2F
Æ time units later, through inertia,
i.e.,
h

(E;F ) 6 h


E [
[
(a;Æ)2F
pre(a); ;

 

max
(a;Æ)2F
Æ

(7)
Thus, to maintain the admissibility of the heuristi funtion dened by the ontents of the
heuristi table, the largest Æ among all ations in F is subtrated from the ost before it is
stored.
Unfortunately, both of these simpliations weaken the heuristi values found by relaxed
searh. What is worse, sine a ost under-approximation is applied when storing states
ontaining onurrent ations, but not during the searh, the heuristi dened by the table
after relaxed searh an be inonsistent. Also, right-shift uts an not be used in the
relaxed searh. As mentioned earlier, in the searh spae pruned by right-shift uts, the
possible suessors to a state, and therefore the ost returned when the state is expanded
(regressed) but not solved, may be dierent depending on the path through whih it was
reahed. Again, this an not be stored in the heuristi table, and it an not be ignored sine
this ould violate the admissibility of the heuristi.
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3.4 hsp

a
The hsp

a
planning proedure (shown in Figure 6) onsists of three main steps: the rst is to
preompute the temporal h
2
heuristi, the seond to perform a series of m-relaxed searhes,
for m = 3; : : :, in order to improve the heuristi, and the nal is an IDA* searh in the
temporal regression spae, guided by the omputed heuristi. Note that the rst and last
of the three steps are idential to those of TP4: the only dierene is the intermediate step,
the series of relaxed searhes. The purpose of these searhes is to disover, and store in the
heuristi table, improved ost estimates of states (i.e., atom sets) of size m. As indiated
in Figure 6, relaxed searhes are arried out for m = 3; : : :, until some stopping ondition
is satised. There are several reasonable stopping onditions that an be used:
(a) stop when the last m-regression searh does not enounter any AND-node (in whih
ase the relaxed solution is in fat a solution to the original problem);
(b) stop at a xed a priori given m;
() stop when the ost of the m-solution found is the same as that of the (m 1)-solution
(or heuristi estimate);
(d) stop after a ertain amount of time, number of expanded nodes, or similar.
hsp

a
implements the rst three. Eah results in a dierent onguration of the planner,
and usually also in a dierene in performane. In the ompetition, a xed limit at m = 3
was used. Exept where it is expliitly stated otherwise, this is the onguration used in
the experiments presented in the next setion as well.
4. Results in the Competition Domains
This setion presents a omparison of the relative performane of TP4 and hsp

a
on the do-
mains and problem sets that were used in the 2004 planning ompetition, and an analysis
of the results. The results presented here are from rerunning both planners on the ompe-
tition problem sets, not the atual results from the ompetition. This is for two reasons:
First, as already mentioned, errors in the hsp

a
implementation made its performane in the
ompetition somewhat worse than what it is atually apable of. Seond, the repeated runs
were made with a more generous time limit than that imposed during the ompetition to
obtain more data and enable a better omparison
9
. Also, some experiments were run with
alternative ongurations of the planners. Detailed desriptions of the ompetition domains
are given by Homann, Edelkamp et al. (2004, ?).
4.1 The pipesworld Domain
The pipesworld domain models transportation of \bathes" of petroleum produts through
a pipeline network. The main dierene from other transportation domains is that the
9. The experiments were made with CPU time limits between 4 and 8 hours for eah problem, though
on slightly a slower mahine than that used in the ompetition: a Sun Enterprise 4000 whih has 12
proessors at 700 MHz and 1024 MB memory in total. The multiple proessors oer no advantage to
the planners, sine these are of ourse single-threaded, but are used to run several instanes in parallel,
shortening the overall \makespan" of the experiment.
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Figure 7: Solution times for TP4 and hsp

a
on problems solved in the pipesworld domain
(a) without tankage restrition, and (b) with tankage restritions. The vertial
line to the right in gure (b) indiates the time-out limit (thus, the three points
on the line orrespond to problem instanes solved only by hsp

a
). () Evolution of
the lower bound on solution ost during relaxed and normal (non-relaxed) searh
in problem p08 of the pipesworld domain (version without tankage restrition).
Stars indiate where solutions are found. Note that all time sales are logarithmi.
pipelines must be lled at all times, so when one bath enters a pipe (is \pushed") another
bath must leave the pipe at the other end (be \popped"). The domain omes in two ver-
sions, one with restritions on \tankage" (spae for intermediary storage) and one without
suh restritions.
Although neither TP4 nor hsp

a
ahieve very good results in this domain, it is an example
of a domain where hsp

a
performs better than TP4. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) ompare the
runtimes of the two planners on the set of problems solved by at least one.
Figure 7() ompares the behaviour of the two planners on one example problem, p08
from the domain version without tankage restrition, in more detail. This provides an
illustrative example of relaxed searh when it works as intended. Sine both planners use
iterative deepening searhes, the best known lower bound on the ost of the problem solution
will be inreasing, starting from the initial h
2
estimate, through a series of (relaxed and
non-relaxed) searhes with inreasing bound, until a solution is found: the graph plots this
evolution of the solution ost lower bound against time. As an be seen, 3-regression searh
reahes a solution (with ost 12) faster than the normal regression searh disovers that
there is no solution within the same ost bound. The nal (non-relaxed) regression searh
in hsp

a
is also faster than that of TP4 (as indiated by the slope of the urve), due to the
heuristi improvements stored during the relaxed searh.
4.2 The promela and psr Domains
Certain kinds of model heking problems, suh as the detetion of deadloks and assertion
violations, are essentially questions of reahability (or unreahability) in state-transition
graphs. The promela domain is the result of translating suh model heking problems, for
system models expressed in the Promela speiation language, into PDDL. The problems
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Figure 8: Solution times for TP4 and hsp

a
on problems solved in (a) the promela domain
(philosophers subset) and (b) the psr domain (small instane subset). The
vertial line to the right indiates the time-out limit (thus, points on the line
orrespond to problem instanes solved only by hsp

a
).
used in the ompetition are instanes of two dierent deadlok detetion problems (the
\dining philosophers" and \optial telegraph" problems) of inreasing size.
The psr domain models the problem of reonguring a faulty power network to resupply
onsumers aeted by the fault. Unertainty onerning the initial state of the problem
(the number and loation of faults), unreliable ations and partial, sometimes even false,
observations are important features of the appliation, but these aspets were simplied
away from the domain used in the ompetition. The domain did however make signiant
use of ADL onstruts and the new derived prediates feature of PDDL2.2. The ADL
onstruts and derived prediates an be ompiled away, but only at an exponential inrease
in problem size. Therefore only the smallest instanes were available in plain STRIPS
formulation, and beause of this they were the only instanes that TP4 and hsp

a
ould
attempt to solve.
The promela and psr domains are non-temporal, in the sense that ation durations
are not onsidered, but neither are they stritly sequential, i.e., ations an take plae
onurrently. Beause of this, TP4 and hsp

a
were run in parallel, rather than temporal,
planning mode on problems in these domains
10
. The results of the two planners, shown
in Figure 8, are similar to those exhibited in the pipesworld domain: hsp

a
is better than
TP4 overall, solving more problems in both domains and solving the harder instanes faster,
while TP4 is faster at solving easy instanes.
4.3 The satellite Domain
The satellite domain models satellites tasked with making astronomial observations. A
simplied STRIPS version of the domain was desribed in Setion 3.2.1. In the general do-
10. Parallel planning is the speial ase of temporal planning that results when all ations have unit durations.
Certain optimizations for this ase are implemented (identially) in both planners.
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Figure 9: Solution times for TP4 and hsp

a
on problems solved in the satellite domain.
Filled (blak) points represent instanes belonging to the ompetition problem
set, while remaining points are from the set of additional problems generated.
Eah \wide" olumn in gure (a) represents one problem from the ompetition
set and shows the solution times for the set of instanes generated with the same
parameters (grouped into subolumns by planner). Only solved instanes are
shown, so not all olumns have the same number of points. Figure (b) ompares
TP4 and hsp

a
diretly. The vertial line to the right indiates the time-out limit
(thus, points on the line are instanes solved by hsp

a
but not by TP4).
main, there an be more than one satellite, eah equipped with more than one instrument,
and dierent instruments have dierent imaging apabilities (alled \modes"), whih may
overlap (between instruments and between satellites). Eah goal is to have an image taken
of a spei target, in a spei mode. As in the STRIPS version, taking an image requires
the relevant instrument to be powered on and alibrated, and to alibrate an instrument
the satellite must be pointed towards a alibration target. Turning times between dier-
ent diretions vary. As an additional ompliation, at most one instrument onboard eah
satellite an be powered on at any time. Thus, to minimize overall exeution time requires
a areful seletion of whih satellite (and instrument) to use for eah observation, and the
order in whih eah satellite arries out the observations it has been assigned.
This domain is hard for both TP4 and hsp

a
, for several reasons: First, as already
mentioned, the ore of the domain is a ombination an assignment problem and a TSP-like
problem, both of whih are hard optimization problems. Also, the h
2
heuristi tends to be
partiularly weak on TSP and related problems (the same weakness has also been noted by
Smith (2004) for the planning graph heuristi, whih is essentially the same as h
2
). Seond,
ation durations in this domain dier by large amounts and are at the same time speied
with a very high resolution. For example, in problem p02 one ation has a duration of
1:204 and another a duration of 82:99. When using IDA* with temporal regression, the
ost bound tends to inrease by the gd (greatest ommon divisor) of ation durations in
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eah iteration, exept for the rst few iterations
11
. In the satellite domain, the gd of
ation durations is typially very small (on the order of
1
100
). Combined with the weakness
of the h
2
heuristi, whih means the dierene between the initial heuristi estimate of
the solution ost (makespan) of a problem and the atual optimal ost is often large, this
results in an almost astronomial number of IDA* iterations being required before a solution
is found. To avoid this (somewhat artiial) problem, ation durations were rounded up to
the nearest integer in the experiments done in this domain. This inreases the makespan of
the plans found, but not very muh { on average by 2:9%, and at most by 5:9% (omparison
made on the problems that ould be solved with original durations)
12
.
Due to the weakness of the h
2
heuristi in this domain, the eort invested by hsp

a
in
omputing a more aurate heuristi an be expeted to pay o, resulting in a better overall
runtime for hsp

a
ompared to TP4. This is indeed the ase: although hsp

a
solves only the
ve smallest problems in the set (shown as blak points in Figure 9(b)), TP4 solves only
four of those, and is slightly slower on most of them. These results, however, are not quite
representative.
The satellite domain has a large number of problem parameters: the number of goals
and the number of satellites, instruments and the instrument apabilities, et., whih deter-
mine the number of ways to ahieve eah goal. Problem instanes used in the ompetition
were generated randomly, with varying parameter settings
13
. The ompetition problem set,
whih has to oer hallenging problems to a wide variety of planners (both optimal and
suboptimal) while for pratial reasons not being too large, sales up the dierent param-
eters quite steeply, and { more importantly { ontains only one problem instane for eah
set of parameters used. However, the hardness of a problem instane may depend as muh
(if not more) on the random elements of the problem generation (whih inlude, e.g., the
turning times between targets and the atual alloation of apabilities and alibration tar-
gets to instruments) as on the settings of the ontrollable parameters. To investigate the
importane of the random problem elements for problem hardness, and to obtain a broader
basis for the omparison between TP4 and hsp

a
, ten additional problems were generated
(using the available problem generator) for eah of the parameter settings orresponding to
the eight smallest problems in the ompetition set. The distribution of solution times for
TP4, hsp

a
and CPT (the only optimal temporal planner besides TP4 and hsp

a
to partii-
11. TP4 and hsp

a
treat ation durations as rationals: by the gd of two rationals a and b is meant the
greatest rational  suh that a = m and b = n for integers m and n. Note that the planners do not
ompute the gd of ation durations and use this to inrement the ost bound. The bound is in eah
iteration inreased to the ost of the least ostly node that was not expanded due to having a ost above
the bound in the previous iteration (as per standard IDA* searh). That this frequently happens to
be (on the order of) the gd of ation durations is an (undesirable) eet of the branhing rule used to
generate the searh spae.
12. Optimality an be restored by a two-stage optimization sheme, in whih the makespan of the non-
optimal solution is taken as the initial upper bound in a branh-and-bound searh, using the original
ation durations (see Haslum, 2004b, for more detail). This was used in the ompetition for the satellite
domain, where the two searh stages ombined take less time than a plain IDA* searh using original
durations. The two-stage sheme is appliable to any domain, but its eetiveness in general is an open
question.
13. The problem generator an be found at http://planning.is.strath.a.uk/ompetition/. The on-
trollable parameters are the number of satellites, the maximum number of instruments per satellite, the
number of dierent observation modes, the total number of targets, and the number of observation goals.
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pate in the ompetition) on eah of the resulting problem sets is shown in Figure 9(a). The
instanes that were part of the ompetition problem set are shown by lled (blak) points.
Clearly, the variation in problem hardness is onsiderable and of the problems in the om-
petition set some are very easy and some are very hard, relative to the set of problems
generated with the same parameters.
Figure 9(b) ompares TP4 and hsp

a
on the extended problem set. hsp

a
solves 59% of
this set, while TP4 solves 51% (a subset of those solved by hsp

a
). However, as an be seen
in the gure, the relative performane of the two planners is also highly varied, muh more
so than the results on the ompetition problem set suggests.
4.4 The airport Domain
The airport domain models the movements of airraft on the ground at an airport. The
goal is to guide arriving airraft to parking positions and departing airraft to a suitable
runway for takeo, along the airport network of taxiways. The main ompliation is to keep
the airraft safely separated: at most one airraft an oupy a runway or taxiway segment
at any time, and depending on the size of the airraft and the layout of the airport nearby
segments may be bloked as well.
TP4 solves only 13 out of the 50 problem instanes in this domain. For the instanes
solved by TP4, the number of nodes expanded in searh is very small relative to the solution
depth (though for the larger instanes, node expansion is very slow, resulting in a poor
runtime overall). This implies that for these problem instanes the h
2
heuristi is very
aurate, and thus they are in a sense \easy"; for suh instanes, hsp

a
an not be expeted
to be better, sine the searh eort it invests into omputing a more aurate heuristi is
largely wasted, but it also indiates that a more aurate heuristi is needed to solve \hard"
problem instanes.
However, hsp

a
solves only 7 problems, a subset of those solved by TP4, and takes far
more time for eah. Figure 10(a) shows the time hsp

a
spends in 3-regression searh and in
the nal (non-relaxed) searh for eah of the airport instanes it solves. For referene, the
searh time for TP4 is also inluded. Clearly, the relaxed searh onsumes a lot of time in
this domain, and oers very little in the way of heuristi improvement in return. That the
heuristi improvement is small (lose to non-existent) is easily explained, sine, as already
observed, the h
2
heuristi is already very aurate on these partiular problem instanes.
The question, then, is why the relaxed searh is so time onsuming.
The apparent reason is that in this domain, searh in the 3-regression spae is more
expensive than searh in the normal regression spae. This is ontrary to the assumption
stated in Setion 3.1, that the ost of expanding a state should be smaller in the relaxed
regression spae, due to a smaller branhing fator. Table 10(b) displays some harateristis
of the normal and 3-regression spaes for airport instane p08 (the smallest instane not
solved by TP4). Data is olleted during the rst (failed) iteration of IDA*/IDAO*. States
in the normal regression spae ontain, on average, a large number of subgoals, while in
the 3-regression spae, states orresponding to OR-nodes are by denition limited in size.
Consequently, the branhing fator of OR-nodes in 3-regression is smaller (sine the hoie
of establisher for eah subgoal is a potential branh point), but not by muh: the many
subgoals in the normal regression interat, resulting in relatively few onsistent hoies.
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Figure 10: (a) Time spent in 3-regression searh and in nal (non-relaxed) searh on
airport instanes solved by hsp

a
. The searh time for TP4 is also shown for
omparison. Note the logarithmi time sale: searh times for hsp

a
and TP4 are
nearly idential, while the 3-regression searh onsumes several orders of mag-
nitude more time. (b) Charateristis of the normal and 3-regression spaes for
airport instane p08: jsj is the average state size; js
0
j=js
0
j the average ratio of
suessor state size to the size of the predeessor state. Data is olleted during
the rst (failed) iteration of IDA*/IDAO*.
Also, the right-shift ut rule, whih eliminates some redundant branhes, is used in the
normal regression spae, but not when expanding OR-nodes in 3-regression. However,
regression tends to make states \grow", i.e., suessor states generally ontain more subgoals
than their predeessors, and while this eet is quite moderate in normal regression, where
suessors have, on average, 3% more subgoals, it is muh more pronouned for the smaller
states orresponding to OR-nodes in the 3-regression spae, whose suessors are on average
2:79 times larger. As a result, suessors to OR-nodes are all AND-nodes, with an average
of about 8:3 subgoals and 70:8 suessors (subsets of size 3).
To summarize, eah expanded OR-node in 3-regression results (via an intermediate
\layer" of AND-nodes) in an average of 77:2 new OR-nodes. Even though most of them
(74:2%) are found in the IDAO* solved table, and therefore don't have to be searhed, those
that remain yield an eetive \OR-to-OR" branhing fator of 19:9 (25:8% of 77:2), to be
ompared with the branhing fator of 1:37 for normal regression. Again, the problem is
not the high branhing fator in itself: it is that the branhing fator in the relaxed searh
spae is far higher than it is for normal regression, and that searh in the 3-regression spae
is onsequently more expensive than searh in the normal regression spae, rather than less.
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Figure 11: Solution times for TP4 and three dierent ongurations of hsp

a
on problems
solved in the umts domain: (a) hsp

a
with m-regression limited to m = 3 only;
(b) \unlimited" hsp

a
(performs m-regressions for inreasing m until either a
non-relaxed solution is found, or the estimated ost of the top level goals does
not inrease); () \3{4" hsp

a
(always performs 3- and 4-regression). The lines
to the right and top in gures (b) and () indiate the time-out limit. \Type I
{ III" refers to the lassiation of the problem instanes desribed in Setion
4.5 (page 257).
4.5 The umts Domain
The umts domain models the UMTS all set-up proedure for data appliations in mobile
telephones. The domain is atually a sheduling problem, similar to owshop. The all
set-up proedure onsists in eight disrete steps for eah appliation, ordered by preedene
onstraints. The duration of a step depends on the type of step as well as the appliation.
When several appliations are being set up, steps pertaining to dierent appliations an
be exeuted in parallel, subjet to resoure availability: there are 15 numeri resoures, and
eah step uses a ertain amount, whih depends on the appliation, of some subset of re-
soures during exeution (only 3 of the 15 resoures are atually oversubsribed). Resoures
are \reusable", i.e., the amount used beomes available again one the step has nished.
At rst glane, this appears to be a perfet domain for hsp

a
: The presene of reusable
resoure limitations makes it more likely that there are higher-order mutual exlusions
between ations (i.e., there may be enough of a resoure to arry out two ations using
the resoure onurrently, but not three, or three but not four, et). This suggests the
h
m
heuristis are more likely to improve with inreasing m, sine h
m
onsiders at most m
subgoals and therefore at most m onurrent ations. At the same time, due to the simple
struture of preedene onstraints, the \growing" states and the resulting branhing fator
blow-up in relaxed searh that ourred in the airport domain, are unlikely.
Results, however, disagree: TP4 and hsp

a
solve the same set of problem instanes (39
out of 50), in times as shown in Figure 11(a). TP4 is faster than hsp

a
in a majority of
ases, though the dierene is relatively small, while in the ases where hsp

a
is the fastest
of the two, the dierene is greater. To see why, the problem instanes an be divided into
the following three types:
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Type I: Instanes in whih all ontested resoures are available in suÆient quantity. This
means there is no resoure onit at all, and thus that h

= h
1
. There are 18 instanes of
this type among those solved, and they are indiated by \Æ" in Figure 11.
Type II: Instanes in whih h
3
= h
2
but h

> h
2
, i.e., there are resoure onits, but
these involve more than three onurrent ations and are therefore not deteted by h
3
.
There are 10 instanes of this type among those solved, and they are indiated by \3" in
Figure 11.
Type III: Instanes in whih h
3
> h
2
. There are 11 instanes of this type among those
solved, and they are indiated by \" in Figure 11.
On type I instanes, hsp

a
learly pays an overhead for omputing an unneessarily strong
heuristi, though it is relatively small. Note that these aount for a third of the instanes
in the problem set (18 out of 50), and nearly half of the solved instanes. On instanes
of types II and III, hsp

a
expands fewer nodes in the nal (non-relaxed) searh than TP4
does during its searh, as muh as 34% fewer on average. This shows that the heuristi
improvement resulting from 3-regression is at least of some value, though in roughly
1
3
rd of
the instanes not enough to ompensate for the ost of performing the relaxed searh.
Reall that the hsp

a
planner in the ompetition, and in the experiments presented here
so far, was restrited to performing only 3-regression searh. A possible explanation for
the relatively weak results the planner produes on type II and III instanes is that this
restrition prevents relaxed searh from being fully exploited. However, this theory does
not hold. Figures 11(b) and 11() show results for two alternative ongurations of hsp

a
: in
11(b) an \unlimited" onguration, whih arries out m-regression searhes for m = 3; : : :
until either a non-relaxed solution is found, or the optimalm-solution ost is found to be the
same as the (m 1)-solution ost, and in 11() a \3{4" onguration, whih always performs
3- and 4-regression searhes. As an be seen in the gures, both alternative ongurations
inur a larger overhead for the relaxed searhes (unlimited hsp

a
even times out on two
instanes while doing 5-regression searh). Also, the gain from the additional heuristi
information is quite small: omparing again the number of nodes expanded in the nal
(non-relaxed) regression searh to the number of nodes expanded by TP4, the unlimited
and 3{4 ongurations expand on average 41:4% and 41% fewer nodes, respetively (to
be ompared to the 34% average saving in expanded nodes obtained by hsp

a
restrited to
3-regression searh only).
Another possible explanation is that the transposition table, whih also stores updates
of estimated ost, though for whole states rather than subsets of goals, to some extent
ompensates for the weaker heuristi used by TP4. Again, however, the explanation turns
out not to hold: with the transposition table disabled in both planners, the savings in
number of nodes expanded in the nal searh by hsp

a
ompared to the number of nodes
expanded by TP4 on type II and III instanes is atually less than whend transposition
tables are used, averaging only 18% (though hsp

a
in this experiment solves two problems
that TP4 fails to solve), and the dierene also beomes muh more varied.
Reall that a number of simpliations were introdued in the formulation of temporal
m-regression, in order to enable omplete solutions to the relaxed ost equation to be
omputed and stored in the heuristi table. Thus, a remaining possible explanation for the
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small value of the improvement of the heuristi in the nal searh is these simpliations,
sine they lower the estimates stored in the heuristi table.
Conerning the time overhead for relaxed searh, in partiular for the higherm-regression
searhes, the explanation appears again to be a higher branhing fator in the relaxed searh
spae, though the situation is somewhat dierent than in the airport domain. The ratio
between the size of suessor states and their predeessors is low, averaging 0:97 in normal
regression and 0:91 for OR-nodes in 3-regression (and stays roughly the same also in the
4- and 5-regression spaes) so AND-nodes are relatively sare. But the average branhing
fator for OR-nodes in 3-regression is 2:4 (inreasing to 4:98 and 8:27 in 4- and 5-regression,
respetively) ompared to an average of 1:85 in normal regression. The reason in the umts
domain is the right-shift uts: reall that these eliminate redundant branhes from the
searh spae, thus reduing the branhing fator, but an not be used when regressing
OR-nodes in relaxed searh sine this might ause the omputed heuristi to beome inad-
missible. The branhing fator for normal regression searh without right-shift uts is 2:69.
The dierene may seem small, but it has a great eet: TP4 without right-shift uts fails
to solve all but two type II and III instanes (in many ases not even nishing the rst DFS
iteration).
4.6 Analysis and Conlusions
In several of the ompetition domains, hsp

a
does ahieve better results than TP4, indiating
that relaxed searh an be an eÆient method of omputing a more aurate heuristi while
staying in the h
m
framework. In the domains where it fails { the airport and umts
domains { it does so beause relaxed searh yields a relatively small improvement over the
h
2
heuristi, at a disproportionately large omputational ost.
In the airport domain, the two problems are tightly onneted: the heuristi improve-
ment is negligible simply beause relaxed searh is so expensive that the only problem
instanes on whih it nishes within the time limit are those very simple instane for whih
the h
2
heuristi is already lose to perfet. In the umts domain, the reason for the poor
heuristi improvement is still somewhat of a mystery: a number of hypotheses were tested,
and refuted. A remaining plausible explanation is that the simpliations introdued in
formulation of temporal m-regression are partiularly damaging in this domain.
In both domains, however, the explanation for the relatively large overhead for relaxed
searh appears to be that it suers from a higher branhing fator than the normal regression
searh, whih auses expansion of OR-nodes in the relaxed searh to be omputationally
more expensive than node expansion in the normal searh (even if many of the generated
suessors are not searhed). Figure 12 summarizes some searh spae harateristis for all
the ompetition domains. In the domains where relaxed searh is expensive, this is beause
states tend to grow when regressed, i.e., js
0
j=jsj is large and as a result there are many
AND-nodes with many suessors (airport), or beause OR-nodes in the relaxed regression
spae have a higher branhing fator than in the normal regression spae, and are therefore
omputationally more expensive to expand (umts). In the domains where relaxed searh
is suessful, on the other hand, js
0
j=jsj is typially lose to 1, i.e., small states stay small
when regressed, and regression of OR-nodes in the relaxed spae is omputationally heaper
than node expansion in the normal regression spae, as indiated by a lower (or roughly
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Normal Regression 3-Regression
OR AND
airport
jsj 88:7 3:0
js
0
j=jsj 1:03 2:79
branhing fator 1:37 1:09 70:8
pipesworld
jsj 6:76 2:99
js
0
j=jsj 1:21 1:35
branhing fator 15:1 5:13 5:2
promela (philosophers)
jsj 14:9 2:99
js
0
j=jsj 1:17 2:17
branhing fator 21:2 3:30 30:6
psr
jsj 9:05 2:99
js
0
j=jsj 1:08 1:42
branhing fator 24:5 15:1 7:75
satellite
jsj 6:88 2:99
js
0
j=jsj 1:04 1:06
branhing fator 6:98 5:01 7:33
umts
jsj 8:10 2:52
js
0
j=jsj 0:97 0:91
branhing fator 1:85 2:40 6:36
Figure 12: Some harateristis of the normal regression and 3-regression searh spaes in
the domains onsidered: the average state size (jsj), the average ratio of suessor
state size to the size of the predeessor state (js
0
j=jsj) and the branhing fator.
For the pipesworld, promela, psr and satellite domains, the numbers shown
are the averages over solved problem instanes. For the umts domain, the average
is over solved type II and III instanes only (see Setion 4.5). For the airport
domain, data is from a single (failed) iteration on a single problem instane
(p08).
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equal) branhing fator. Of ourse, these (averaged) numbers are not perfet preditors
of performane: in the promela domain, for example, the js
0
j=jsj ratio is quite large but
hsp

a
outperforms TP4 anyway (as shown in Figure 8(a)).
It is instrutive to look more losely at the states in the airport domain, and why they
grow when regressed. For example, the \state" of eah airraft is (in eah world state)
desribed by three omponents: one tells where the airraft is positioned in the network of
airport runways and taxiways, one whih diretion it is faing, and one whether it is parked,
being pushed or moving under its own power
14
. Almost every operator that hanges one
of these has an eet or preondition on the other two as well. For example, any instane
of the move operator, whih hanges the position of an airraft, requires the airraft to be
moving and faing a partiular diretion, and may also hange the faing. Thus, regressing
a state ontaining only a goal atom belonging to one of the omponents in most ases results
in a state ontaining goal atoms belonging to all three. A onlusion one may draw is that
splitting large states (AND-nodes) into smaller states (OR-nodes) based only on the number
on atoms is not always the right hoie. An alternative would be to divide atoms in the
planning problem into groups of \related" atoms and take the number of groups represented
in a state to be its size.
Another observation that an be made is that the bulk of time spent in relaxed searh
is spent in the nal searh iteration, when a solution exists within the urrent ost bound.
This iteration is not only the most expensive, but also the least useful, sine relatively
few heuristi improvements are disovered in it. This also relates to the branhing fator,
speially the fat that AND-nodes have many more suessors than OR-nodes: for an
AND-node to be solved all its suessors must be solved, so in the nal iteration, all su-
essors of every AND-node are searhed. However, the purpose of relaxed searh is not to
nd a solution in the m-regression spae, but to nd size m states (OR-nodes) whose ost
is underestimated by the heuristi, and more aurate ost estimates for these. Therefore
it may not atually be neessary to searh all the suessors to every AND-node. An alter-
native would be a (m; k)-regression searh in whih only the k most \promising" suessors
to every AND-node are onsidered, yielding another dimension for iteratively rening the
heuristi (this is disussed further in the next setion).
Finally, it should be pointed out that even though hsp

a
is, on average, better than
TP4, results of both planners on the ompetition domains still appear rather poor. The
only other optimal temporal planner to partiipate in the ompetition was CPT (Vidal &
Gener, 2004), whih, in most domains, ahieved muh better results than TP4 (the results
on the extended satellite problem set, and an informal omparison between data from
the ompetition and the results presented here, indiate that it outperforms hsp

a
as well).
In the non-temporal promela and psr domains, other optimal planners also outperform
hsp

a
(ompetition results are presented by Homann and Edelkamp, ?). CPT also uses the
temporal h
2
heuristi, but searhes a CSP formulation of partial order planning: heuristi
estimates and the urrent ost bound are formulated as onstraints, and ost bound viola-
tions are inferred by onstraint propagation, avoiding the need to expliitly evaluate states
and enabling earlier detetion. The partial order branhing and the use of eÆient propa-
14. These \omponents" are sets of propositions with the property that exatly one proposition in the set is
true in any reahable world state, i.e., invariants. Thus, in any state exatly one (at-segment airraft
?segment) is true for eah airraft, and so on (the ase when the airraft is airborne is speial)
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gation are both important for the eÆieny of the CPT planner, but it would probably also
benet from a more aurate heuristi. Thus, the searh sheme of CPT and the idea of
improving heuristis through searh are omplementary, and may be possible to ombine.
5. Related Ideas
The idea of using searh to derive or improve heuristis is not new. This setion reviews
a seletion of related methods. With the exeption of the disussion of pattern database
heuristis, the fous in this setion is on how these (or similar) methods an be adapted
and exploited to improve relaxed searh.
5.1 Searh-Based Heuristis
Deriving heuristis by solving an abstrated, or relaxed, version of the searh problem is
not a new idea, and neither is the idea of using searh to solved the abstrat problem (see
e.g. Gashnig, 1979; Pearl, 1984; Prieditis, 1993).
A reent, and suessful, variant on this theme is pattern database heuristis (Culberson
& Shaeer, 1996; Hernadvolgyi & Holte, 2000). These are dened by abstrating away
part of the problem and solving only the part that remains (the \pattern"). The abstration
impliitly denes a projetion from the problem searh spae into a smaller searh spae:
optimal solution ost in this abstrat spae is a lower bound on optimal solution ost in
the original searh spae, and by making this spae small enough the optimal ost of every
state in the abstrat problem spae an found by blind searh, and stored in a table so that
state evaluation an be done by a simple table lookup (hene the name pattern database).
Heuristi estimates from multiple abstrations an be ombined by taking their maximum
(in some ases their sum; see Felner, Korf, & Hanan, 2004). Pattern database heuristis
have been suessfully applied to a number of standard searh problems (Culberson &
Shaeer, 1996; Felner et al., 2004), and also to sequential STRIPS planning (Edelkamp,
2001). The idea of pattern databases may appear very similar to relaxed searh (indeed,
to the denition of the h
m
heuristis in general) in that the problem is \split" into simpler
problems whih are solved independently, and the solution osts for these used as a heuristi
estimate for the omplete problem. There is, however, a ruial dierene, in that the
h
m
relaxation performs this split reursively, to every state of size more than m, while
the abstration that denes the pattern in a pattern database heuristi is xed (also, the
abstration that denes a PDB is in general a projetion, i.e., a many-to-one mapping, while
the h
m
relaxation is an embedding, i.e., eah state in the original regression searh spae
orresponds to a single state in the relaxed searh spae). Even if estimates from multiple
pattern databases (abstrations) are ombined, the ombination of values (by maximizing
or summing) ours only at the root, i.e., the state being evaluated, and not along the
solution paths from this state in the dierent abstrations. This dierene means that
in some problems, the h
m
heuristi an be more aurate than any pattern database of
reasonable size (Haslum, Bonet & Gener, 2005, provide an example). On the other hand,
the possibility of admissibly summing values from multiple pattern databases means that
in some problems, a olletion of additive pattern databases an form a heuristi more
aurate than h
m
, for any reasonable value of m (again, Haslum, Bonet & Gener, 2005,
give an example).
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In some ways, relaxed searh has more in ommon with the idea of pattern searhes,
developed in the ontext of the Sokoban puzzle, whih are more dynami (Junghanns &
Shaeer, 2001). Like in a pattern database heuristi, a pattern searh abstrats away part
of the problem and solves the remaining (small) problem to obtain an improved lower bound,
but the pattern (i.e., the part of the problem that is kept by the abstration) is seleted
whenever a partiular state expansion (\move") is onsidered. Patterns that have been
searhed are stored, along with their updated ost, and taken into aount in the heuristi
evaluation (by maximization) of any new state that ontains the same pattern, enountered
by the searh. The patterns explored by pattern searhes are found through an inremental
proess: The rst pattern onsists of only the part of the problem (\stone") that is diretly
aeted by the move under onsideration. The next pattern extends the previous with
stones that in the urrent state onit with the solution found in the preeding pattern
searh, and this is repeated until no more onits are found.
As mentioned in the previous setion, the high omputational ost of the m-regression
searh is often due to the fat that AND-nodes have many suessors, and most of the time
it is not atually neessary to searh them all for every AND-node: an alternative is to
searh only the most \promising" suessors, where a promising suessor is an OR-node
whose ost is likely to be underestimated by the urrent heuristi, and therefore likely to
inrease when the node is expanded. Limiting the number of suessors searhed for every
AND-node uniformly to at most k results in an (m; k)-regression spae, and a series of
(m; k)-regression searhes with inreasing m and k an be organized in dierent ways: for
example, the planner ould perform (m; 1)-regression searhes for m = 3; : : : until some
suitable stopping ondition is met, then (m; 2)-regression searhes for m = 3; : : :, et. This
is very similar to iterative broadening searh (Ginsberg & Harvey, 1992). An alternative is
to limit the expansion of AND-nodes non-uniformly, for example, to searh all suessors
satisfying some riterion for being promising, similar to the iterative widening strategy used
in the ontext of game-tree searh (Cazenave, 2001).
The onit-direted strategy used to nd patterns in pattern searhes demonstrates a
way to distinguish promising suessors. Consider sequential planning where an AND-node
is simply a set of more than m (subgoal) atoms, and the suessors are all size m subsets
of this set: subsets more likely to have a higher ost than the estimate given by h
m 1
an
be identied by solving eah size m  1 subset and examining the solution for onits with
remaining atoms in the state (a onit being for example an ation that deletes the atom,
or ations inompatible with an ation needed to establish the atom). In fat, this method
has been used in the ontext of a dierent method for improving the h
m
heuristis through
limited searh (Haslum, 2004a). Some are must be taken to ensure that the searhes needed
to nd the promising sets are not more expensive than searhing every set, but if the h
m 1
value was also omputed by relaxed searh, the size m 1 subsets (or at least some of them)
have already been searhed, and onits found during previous searhes an be saved.
5.2 IDAO* vs. SCOUT's Test and Other Algorithms for AND/OR Graph
Searh
The SCOUT AND/OR tree searh algorithm, developed mainly for searhing game trees,
tries to redue the number of nodes evaluated by rst testing for eah node if it an aet the
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value of its parent before evaluating the node exatly (Pearl, 1984). The test is performed
by a proedure, alled simply \Test", whih takes as arguments a node and a threshold
value, and determines if the value of the node is greater (or equal) than the threshold, by
reursively testing the node's suessors (to a speied depth), but only until the inequality
is proven. The proedure an easily be modied to return a greater value for the node when
suh a value is found, though this may still be less than the nodes atual value, and it has
been shown that the Test proedure, enhaned with memory in the form of a transposition
table, an be used iteratively to give an eÆient algorithm that determines the exat value
of a node (Plaat, Shaeer, Pijls, & A., 1996).
The DFS subroutine of IDAO* is very similar to a depth-unbounded version of the Test
proedure, and thus the IDAO* algorithm is similar to suh an iterative appliation of Test.
The main dierene lies in that IDAO-DFS applies iterative deepening (by alling IDAO*)
to the suessors of AND-nodes, whereas Test alls itself reursively with the same ost
bound. As a result, IDAO* nds the optimal ost of any solved OR-node, whih Test does
not (though the higher ost returned by (modied) Test when the ost of a node is proven
to exeed the threshold is still a lower bound on the nodes optimal ost).
Reently, Bonet and Gener (2004) presented a general depth-rst searh algorithm
for AND/OR-graphs, alled LDFS, whih is also very similar to IDAO*. Like IDAO*, it
nds the optimal ost of every solved node, and improved lower bounds on nodes that are
explored but not solved. LDFS, however, stops searhing the suessors of an AND-node
as soon as one of them is found to have a ost greater than the urrent estimate for that
node, whereas IDAO* performs iterative deepening searhes until the node is solved or
shown to have a ost greater than the urrent estimated ost of the predeessor AND-node.
Experiments with an Iterative Test algorithm for m-regression searh have shown that it
is not more eÆient than IDAO*. An experimental omparison between IDAO* and the
LDFS algorithm remains to be done.
IDAO*, Iterative Test and LDFS all perform top-down, depth-rst iterative deepening
searhes, but none of these harateristis of the algorithms are essential for the their
use in omputing an improved heuristi. Any AND/OR searh algorithm an be used to
arry out the relaxed searh, as long as it disovers the optimal ost (or a greater lower
bound) of every expanded OR-node. For example, standard AO* (Nilsson, 1968) and the
Generalized Djikstra algorithm by Martelli and Montanari (1973) both do this, and both
oer a possibility of trading greater memory requirements for less searh time (though the
results of Bonet and Gener, 2004, indiate that this may not be the ase).
AND/OR searh has been mostly investigated in the AI area of game playing. The
AND/OR (or Min-Max) searh spaes representing two-player games are somewhat dierent
from the m-regression spae: there is no onept of solution ost, other than the won/lost
distintion, and for most games it is infeasible to searh for a omplete solution, rather
the searh aims to improve the auray of a heuristi estimate of the usefulness of a move
or position in the game. Thus, game-tree searhes are depth-bounded, rather than ost-
bounded, and values at the leaf nodes of the tree are given by a stati heuristi funtion.
m-regression an be formulated in this way, by taking the sum of aumulated and estimated
ost as the stati heuristi funtion. A depth-bounded searh with a standard game-tree
searh algorithm (Pearl, 1984; Plaat et al., 1996) an be used to improve the auray
of the estimated ost of the root node. This, however, fails to ahieve the main objetive
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of relaxed searh, whih is to disover (and store) improved ost estimates for the size m
states enountered during the searh, so this method would have to be used in a dierent
way, e.g., as a depth-bounded look-ahead to improve the auray of heuristi evaluations
of states in the normal regression searh. On the other hand, sine the improved heuristi
value is in this mode of use not stored but only used for the state from whih the look-ahead
searh originates, it is not neessary to simplify the m-regression spae, and a potentially
more powerful relaxation an be used.
6. Conlusions (Reprise)
The two planners I entered in the 2004 International Planning Competition, TP4 and hsp

a
,
are very similar: the only dierene is that hsp

a
invests some eort into omputing a more
aurate heuristi, through a series of searhes in relaxed regression spaes (them-regression
spaes) whih are derived from the same relaxation as the h
2
heuristi used by TP4. In-
deed, the motivation for entering both planners was to make use of the ompetition as an
experimental evaluation of the relaxed searh tehnique, as well as omparing both plan-
ners to other state-of-the-art optimal temporal planners. For several reasons however, the
ompetition results did not provide the omplete piture of the relation between hsp

a
and
TP4.
As demonstrated here, hsp

a
an produe better results than TP4 in some of the om-
petition domains, though in no domain does hsp

a
ompletely dominate over TP4. It is
mainly on problems that are hard, for both planners, that the heuristi improvement re-
sulting from relaxed searh yields an advantage. In some domains, the improvement over the
h
2
heuristi is not enough to ompensate for the time spent omputing it. A more detailed
analysis resulted in a (weak) haraterization of the domains in whih relaxed searh an be
expeted to be ost eetive: in suh domains, expanding small states is omputationally
heaper than expanding large states, and small states tend to have small suessor states.
In the domains where it is too expensive, on the other hand, the entral problem is that
the branhing fator of m-regression is higher than that of normal regression searh, so that
searhing in the relaxed spae is omputationally more expensive (quite ontrary to the
idea of obtaining a heuristi estimate by solving a \simplied" problem). Two measures,
viz. the branhing fator of OR-nodes in relaxed searh relative to branhing fator in the
original searh spae and the relative size of the suessors of OR-nodes in relaxed searh,
where found to be good indiators of how well hsp

a
performed, ompared to TP4, in a given
domain. In the experiments, these measures were taken by exploring the searh spaes, but
it may also be possible to estimate them (if not to alulate them exatly) from the domain
desription.
The analysis of the domains in whih relaxed searh fails to be eetive also points out
possibilities for improvement, and several ideas for potential improvements to the method
an be found in related \inremental" searh shemes in the literature. These inlude
limiting searh to a smaller fration of the relaxed spae, using onits to diret searh
to the states more likely to be have their heuristi values improved, and alternative searh
algorithms for AND/OR graphs. This is one diretion for future developments.
Finally, results learly demonstrate that although improving the heuristi improves per-
formane in some domains, alone it is not enough to ahieve good performane reliably
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aross all the ompetition domains. CPT (Vidal & Gener, 2004), the only other optimal
temporal planner to partiipate in the ompetition, appears to yield better results in most
ompetition domains (though no preise omparison has been made). CPT, like TP4, uses
the temporal h
2
heuristi, but performs a non-diretional searh, and uses onstraint rep-
resentation and propagation tehniques to infer ost bound violations. The ineÆieny of
diretional searh in temporal planning has been noted before: thus CPT and hsp

a
an
be said to improve on two dierent weaknesses of TP4. Combining these improvements is
another hallenge for the future.
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